Abstract. Named Entity Recognition (NER) is one of the most common tasks of the natural language processing. The purpose of NER is to find and classify tokens in text documents into predefined categories called tags, such as person names, quantity expressions, percentage expressions, names of locations, organizations, as well as expression of time, currency and others. Although there is a number of approaches have been proposed for this task in Russian language, it still has a substantial potential for the better solutions. In this work, we studied several deep neural network models starting from vanilla Bi-directional Long Short Term Memory (Bi-LSTM) then supplementing it with Conditional Random Fields (CRF) as well as highway networks and finally adding external word embeddings. All models were evaluated across three datasets: Gareev's dataset, Person-1000 and FactRuEval-2016. We found that extension of Bi-LSTM model with CRF significantly increased the quality of predictions. Encoding input tokens with external word embeddings reduced training time and allowed to achieve state of the art for the Russian NER task.
Introduction
There are two main approaches to address the named entity recognition (NER) problem [1] . The first one is based on handcrafted rules, and the other relies on statistical learning. The rule based methods are primarily focused on engineering a grammar and syntactic extraction of patterns related to the structure of language. In this case, a laborious tagging of a large amount of examples is not required. The downsides of fixed rules are poor ability to generalize and inability to learn from examples. As a result, this type of NER systems is costly to develop and maintain. Learning based systems automatically extract patterns relevant to the NER task from the training set of examples, so they don't require deep language specific knowledge. This makes possible to apply the same NER system to different languages without significant changes in architecture.
NER task can be considered as a sequence labeling problem. At the moment one of the most common methods to address problems with sequential structure is Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) due their ability to store in memory and relate to each other different parts of a sequence. Thus, RNNs is a natural choice to deal with the NER problem. Up to now, a series of neural models were suggested for NER. To our knowledge on the moment of writing this article the best results for a number of languages such as English, German, Dutch and Spanish were achieved with a hybrid model combining bi-directional long short-term memory network with conditional random fields (Bi-LSTM + CRF) [2] . In our study we extended the original work by applying Bi-LSTM + CRF model to NER task in Russian language. We also implemented and experimented with a series of extensions of the NeuroNER model [3] . NeuroNER is a different implementation of the same Bi-LSTM + CRF model. However, the realizations of the models might differ in such details as initialization and LSTM cell structure. To reduce training time and improve results, we used the FastText 3 model trained on Lenta corpus 4 to obtain external word embeddings. We studied the following models:
-Bi-LSTM (char and word); -Bi-LSTM (char and word) + CRF; -Bi-LSTM (char and word) + CRF + external word embeddings; -Default NeuroNER + char level highway network; -Default NeuroNER + word level highway Bi-LSTM; -Default NeuroNER + char level highway network + word level highway Bi-LSTM.
To test all models we used three datasets: -Gareev's dataset [4] ; -FactRuEval 2016 5 ; -Persons-1000 [20] .
Our study shows that Bi-LSTM + CRF + external word embeddings model achieves state-of-the-art results for Russian NER task.
Neuronal NER Models
In this section we briefly outline fundamental concepts of recurrent neural networks such as LSTM and Bi-LSTM models. We also describe a hybrid architecture which combines Bi-LSTM with a CRF layer for NER task as well as some extensions of this baseline architecture.
Long Short-Term Memory Recurrent Neural Networks
Recurrent neural networks have been employed to tackle a variety of tasks including natural language processing problems due to its ability to use the previous information from a sequence for calculation of current output. However, it was found [10] that in spite theoretical possibility to learn a long-term dependency in practice RNN models don't perform as expected and suffer from gradient descent issues. For this reason, a special architecture of RNN called Long ShortTerm Memory (LSTM) has been developed to deal with the vanishing gradient problem [11] . LSTM replaces hidden units in RNN architecture with units called memory blocks which contain 4 components: input gate, output gate, forget gate and memory cell. Formulas for these components are listed below:
where σ, g denote the sigmoid and tanh functions, respectively; • is an elementwise product; W terms denotes weight matrices; b are bias vectors; and i, f , o, c denote input gate, forget gate, output gate and cell activation vectors, respectively.
Bi-LSTM
Correct recognition of named entity in a sentence depends on the context of the word. Both preceding and following words matter to predict a tag. Bi-directional recurrent neuronal networks [12] were designed to encode every element in a sequence taking into account left and right contexts which makes it one of the best choices for NER task. Bi-directional model calculation consists of two steps:
(1) the forward layer computes representation of the left context, and (2) the backward layer computes representation of the right context. Outputs of these steps are then concatenated to produce a complete representation of an element of the input sequence. Bi-directional LSTM encoders have been demonstrated to be useful in many NLP tasks such as machine translation, question answering, and especially for NER problem.
CRF model for NER task
Conditional Random Field is a probabilistic model for structured prediction which has been successfully applied in variety of fields, such as computer vision, bioinformatics, natural language processing. CRF can be used independently to solve NER task ( [13] , [15] ).
The CRF model is trained to predict a vector y = {y 0 , y 1 , .., y T } of tags given a sentence x = {x 0 , x 1 , .., x T }. To do this, a conditional probability is computed:
Score(x,y)
where Score is computed by the formula below [2] :
where A yi,yi+1 denotes the emission probability which represents the score of transition from tag i to tag j, P i,j is transition probability which represents the score of the j th tag of the word i th . In the training stage, log probability of correct tag sequence log(p(y|x)) is maximized.
Combined Bi-LSTM and CRF model
Russian is a morphologically and grammatically rich language. Thus, we expected that a combination of CRF model with a Bi-LSTM neural network encoding [2] should increase the accuracy of the tagging decisions. The architecture of the model is presented on the figure 1 .
In the combined model characters of each word in a sentence are fed into a Bi-LSTM network in order to capture character-level features of words. Then these character-level vector representations are concatenated with word embedding vectors and fed into another Bi-LSTM network. This network calculates a sequence of scores that represent likelihoods of tags for each word in the sentence. To improve accuracy of the prediction a CRF layer is trained to enforce constraints dependent on the order of tags. For example, in the IOB scheme (IInside, O -Other, B -Begin) tag I never appears at the beginning of a sentence, or O I B O is an invalid sequence of tags.
Full set of parameters for this model consists of parameters of Bi-LSTM layers (weight matrices, biases, word embedding matrix) and transition matrix of CRF layer. All these parameters are tuned during training stage by back propagation algorithm with stochastic gradient descent. Dropout is applied to avoid over-fitting and improve the system performance.
Neuro NER Extensions
NeuroNER is an open-source software package for solving NER tasks. The neural network architecture of NeuroNER is similar to the architecture proposed in the previous section.
Inspired by success of character aware networks approach [22] we extended NeuroNER model with a highway layer on top of the Bi-LSTM character embedding layer. This extension is depicted on figure 2. Dense layer makes character embedding network deeper. The carry gate presented by sigmoid layer provides a possibility to choose between dense and shortcut connections dynamically. A highway network can be described by the following equation:
where x is the input of the network, H(x, W H ) is the processing function, G(x, W G ) is the gating function. The dimensionality of x, y, G(x, W G ), and H(x, W H ) must be the same.
Another extension of NeuroNER we implemented is a Bi-LSTM highway network [23] . The architecture of this network is quite similar to the characteraware highway network. However, the carry gate is conditioned on the input of the LSTM cell. The gate provides an ability to dynamically balance between raw embeddings and context dependent LSTM representation of the input. The scheme of our implementation of the highway LSTM is depicted in figure 3 .
Experiments

Datasets
Currently, there are a few Russian datasets created for the purpose of developing and testing NER systems. We trained and evaluated models on the three Russian datasets:
-Dataset received from Gareev et al. [4] contains 97 documents collected from ten top cited "Business" feeds in Yandex "News" web directory. IOB tagging Statistics on these datasets are provided in the table 1. Lenta is a publicly available corpus of unannotated Russian news. This corpus consists of 635000 news from Russian online news resource lenta.ru. The size of the corpus is around 46 million words. The corpus spans vocabulary of size 376000 words.
To train embeddings on this corpus, we use skip-gram algorithm enriched with subword information [19] . Parameters of the algorithm were the following: -Vector size: 100 -Minimal length of char n-gram: 3 -Maximal length of char n-gram: 6 -Frequency threshold: 10
Results
The purpose of the first experiment was to compare tagging accuracy of three implementations: Bi-LSTM, Bi-LSTM + CRF, Bi-LSTM + CRF + external word embedding news. To do this, we evaluated these implementations on the We used ConllEval 9 to calculate metrics of performance. The result is shown in the Table 2 . One can see that adding CRF layer significantly improved prediction. Besides that, using external word embeddings also reduced training time and increased tagging accuracy. Due to absence of lemmatization in our text processing pipeline news embeddings matched only about 15% of words in the corpus, embeddings for other words were just initialized randomly. Therefore, the improvement was not really significant and prediction for Organization type was even lower with news embeddings. To deal with this problem, in the second experiment we decided to use FastText trained on Lenta corpus in order to build an external word embedding. After that, we used this embedding to train on Gareev's dataset one more time using the same configuration with the previous experiment. Table 3 shows the confusion matrix on the test set. We also experimented on two other datasets: Persons-1000, FactRuEval 2016. The summary of experiments on these datasets are shown in the Table 4 .
We compare Bi-LSTM + CRF + Lenta model and other published results as well as NeuroNER and its extensions on three datasets mentioned in the subsection 3.1. Results are presented in the table 5. Bi-LSTM + CRF + Lenta model significantly outperforms other approaches on Gareev's dataset and Persons-1000. However, the result on FactRuEval 2016 dataset is not as high as we expected. 
Discussion
Traditional approaches to Russian NER heavily relied on hand-crafted rules and external resources. Thus regular expressions and dictionaries were used in [5] to solve the task. The next step was application of statistical learning methods such as conditional random fields (CRF) and support vector machines (SVM) for entity classification. CRF on top of linguistic features considered as a baseline in the study of [4] . Mozharova and Loukachevitch [6] proposed two-stage CRF algorithm. Here, an input for the CRF of the first stage was a set of handcrafted linguistic features. Then on the second stage the same input features were combined with a global statistics calculated on the first stage and fed into CRF. Ivanitskiy et al. [7] applied SVM classifier to the distributed representations of words and phrases. These representations were obtained by extensive unsupervised pre-training on different news corpora. Simultaneous use of dictionary based features and distributed word representations was presented in [8] . Dictionary features were retrieved from Wikidata and word representations were pre-trained on Wikipedia. Then these features were used for classification with SVM.
At the moment deep learning methods are seen as the most promising choice for NER. Malykh and Ozerin [9] proposed character aware deep LSTM network for solving Russian NER task. A distinctive feature of this work is coupling of language modeling task with named entity classification.
In our study we applied current state of the art neural network based model for English NER to known Russian NER datasets. The model consists of three main components such as bi-directional LSTM, CRF and external word embeddings. Our experiments demonstrated that Bi-LSTM alone was slightly worse than CRF based model of [4] . Addition of CRF as a next processing step on top of Bi-LSTM layer significantly improves model's performance and allow to outperform the model presented in [4] . The difference of Bi-LSTM + CRF model from the model presented in [4] is trainable feature representations. Combined training of Bi-LSTM network on the levels of words and characters gave better results then manual feature engineering in [4] .
Distributed word representations are becoming a standard tool in the field of natural language processing. Such representations are able to capture semantic features of words and significantly improve results for different tasks. When we encoded words with news or Lenta embeddings results were consistently better for all three datasets. Up to now, the prediction accuracy of the Bi-LSTM + CRF + Lenta model outperforms published models on Gareev's dataset and Persons-1000. However, the results of both Bi-LSTM + CRF + Lenta and NeuroNER models on the FactRuEval dataset were better then results reported in [8] and [21] but not as good as SVM based model reported in [7] .
In spite the fact that both models we tested have the same structure, performance of NeuroNER [3] is a bit lower than Bi-LSTM+CRF model [2] . This issue can be explained by different strategies for initialization of parameters.
Our extension of the baseline model with a highway network for character embedding provides moderate performance growth in nearly all cases. Implementation of the Bi-LSTM highway network for tokens resulted in a slight increase of performance for Persons-100 and FactRuEval 2016 datasets and a decrease of performance for Gareev's dataset. Simultaneous extension of the NeuroNER with character and token Bi-LSTM highway networks results in the drop of performance in the most of the cases.
We think that results of LSTM highway network can be improved by different bias initialization and deeper architectures. In the current work the highway gate bias was initialized with 0 vector. However, bias could be initialized to some negative value. This initialization will force the network to prefer processed path to the raw path. Furthermore, stacking highway LSTM layers might improve results allowing a network dynamically adjust complexity of the processing. Alternatively, character embedding network can be built using convolutional neural networks (CNN) instead of LSTM. A number of authors [22, 24] reported promising results with a character level CNN. Another promising extension of presented architecture is an attention mechanism [25] . For NER task this mechanism can be used to selectively attend to the different parts of the context for each word giving additional information for the tagging decision. Named Entity Recognition is an important stage in information extraction tasks. Today, neural network methods for solving NER task in English demonstrate the highest potential. For Russian language there are still a few papers describing application of neural networks to NER. We studied a series of neural models starting from vanilla bi-directional LSTM then supplementing it with conditional random fields, highway networks and finally adding external word embeddings. For the first time in the literature evaluation of models were performed across three Russian NER datasets. Our results demonstrated that (1) basic Bi-LSTM model is not sufficient to outperform existing state of the art NER solutions, (2) addition of CRF layer to the Bi-LSTM model significantly increases it's quality, (3) pre-processing the word level input of the model with external word embeddings allowed to improve performance further and achieve state-of-the-art for the Russian NER.
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